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Why business needs should shape
IT architecture

To get the most out of these programs, organizations must ensure that they are led by
people with the right skills, connections, and attitudes.

Helge Buckow and
Stéphane Rey

Complexity is rife in any growing business. As com-

to manage IT architecture and ensure that both

panies innovate, add new business lines and

the business and IT are well aligned, aims to restore

products, or expand their international presence,

order to this landscape.

processes proliferate, and the discipline around
them can go out the window. Meanwhile, the IT

Too often, efforts to fix architecture issues remain

that underpins these processes can also become

rooted in a company’s IT practices, culture, and

more entangled as aging legacy systems jostle with

leadership. The reason, in part, is that the chief

new applications to support the needs of the

architect—the overall IT-architecture program

business. Over time, this kind of complexity can

leader—is frequently selected from within the tech-

unravel technology standards and undermine the

nical ranks, bringing deep IT know-how but little

coherence of the architectural blueprint. As

direct experience or influence in leading a business-

application volumes grow in response to a fast-

wide change program. A weak linkage to the

changing economic, regulatory, and business

business creates a void that limits the quality of

environment, the issue of complexity is becoming

the resulting IT architecture and the organiza-

acute for many organizations. Enterprise

tion’s ability to enforce and sustain the benefits of

architecture management (EAM), a framework

implementation over time.

To be notified of new McKinsey business technology articles, register online and sign up for
alerts: https://www.mckinseyquarterly.com/register.aspx.
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Takeaways
Enterprise architecture
management is a
framework that streamlines
IT architecture and
better aligns it with business
needs.

A new approach to EAM lifts such change programs

Often, new leadership is
needed to unite

out of the exclusive preserve of the IT department

for instance, saw itself as having little in common

and places them more squarely within the business.

with other units in its core activities, such as

business and IT behind
the revised goals.
EAM requires consolidated,
domain-based architecture
that can be described
in business-friendly terms.
Clear, enforceable governance rules are necessary
to ensure that change is
sustainable and complexity
doesn’t creep back into
the system.

best practice. The investment-banking division,

It starts with an effort to define the architectural

securities settlement and online transactions, even

design in a language the business can understand,

though underlying capabilities turned out to be

with outcomes that serve its needs more fully and

similar across the business.

efficiently, thus improving communication and
helping the business and IT leadership to collabo-

As demand for custom application development

rate in developing the IT architecture (see sidebar,

spiraled, so did complexity. System upgrades—a

“Revolutionizing architecture management: A CIO

frequent occurrence in light of fast-changing

checklist”). The wider engagement puts owner-

regulatory and marketplace conditions—proved

ship in the hands of the end users—the business

a major headache, given the inadequate IT

professionals—and therefore makes it easier

architecture landscape. Although the bank had

for the required changes to stick and improves over-

embarked on several separate EAM initiatives,

all governance. Companies that have taken this

these struggled to gain a footing amid percep-

approach to EAM have lowered their need

tions that they were too IT-driven and bore

for architecture-development labor by as much as

only limited relevance to overall business require-

30 percent and reduced times to market for new

ments. Responsibility for the projects was left

applications by 50 percent.

to a consortium of architects across the company’s
global organization. Although supported by

A close look at how one bank employed EAM

senior leadership, the architecture group lacked

in a transformation effort offers lessons to other

peer-level representation in the ranks of top

organizations facing similar management and

management. With costs and resource constraints

IT issues.

increasing, the bank’s central IT department struggled to make the case for change.

Complexity and a lack of leadership
A diversified global investment bank found itself

Rethinking the approach

wrestling with an unwieldy IT environment.

The bank eventually realized that its EAM drive to

Acquisitions, international expansion, and a raft of

streamline, simplify, and standardize global

new products created a network of poorly inte-

IT had gotten off to a rocky start, with an overly

grated and, in some cases, redundant systems over

technical skew that seemed removed from

the years. The absence of an enforced archi-

business objectives. It therefore began a series of

tecture framework for developing IT worsened the

reforms, and three guidelines emerged.

problem, giving rise to varying technology standards across the business.

Appoint the right person

Each major business line operated more or less

wider organizational clout among those in architec-

An excessively technical orientation and a lack of
autonomously and viewed its IT needs as special-

ture leadership positions ruled out appointing a

ized, even in areas such as HR and finance,

chief architect to lead the EAM campaign. Instead,

where shared-services models are now considered

the bank defined the role more broadly, appoint-
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Revolutionizing architecture management: A CIO checklist
Enterprise architecture
management (EAM) is a
framework for managing
IT architecture that
strives to align the
needs of both IT and the
business. CIOs need to
ensure that the effort
is well structured along
several dimensions.

Leadership

A new architectural model

Focus on transformation.
Educate leaders at the highest level to help them
understand that EAM is about change management
and not simply a new IT initiative.

Establish a new blueprint.
Business requirements—rather than technical needs—
should be at the center of the IT architecture.

Choose new leadership.
Select a chief architect or CTO with strong business
and technical skills and the requisite budgetary and
leadership authority to manage the change process.
Know what to avoid.
Expand candidate searches beyond the ranks of career
IT denizens such as senior developers and engineers.

Governance
Define the mission.
The goals of EAM must be translated into business
terms. A failure to do so can breed mistrust and
create the perception that the program is an IT-driven
initiative rather than a collaborative effort to improve the
business.
Communicate clearly.
Many EAM frameworks are written for a technical
audience, with no clear business rationale for non-IT
types. New rules for implementation must stress the
business case rather than the engineering details.
Lead locally.
Ensure that the project-management team includes
both business line and IT managers on a global,
regional, and local level to disseminate program
changes throughout the organization and ensure
institutional buy-in.
Adopt new metrics.
Align milestones, key performance indicators (KPIs), and
incentives with business goals, such as a 10 percent
increase in new-customer acquisition, 99 percent—
plus statement accuracy, or a 15 percent cap on the
number of custom applications. These metrics focus the
discussion on the new architecture framework.

Standardize and simplify.
Break up complex applications into their component
parts to find common elements that can be
standardized and shared. Capabilities that involve
similar functions and rely on similar data, such as billing
or credit approval, can be grouped into domains. A
domain-based architecture streamlines the number of
applications supported, freeing up human, financial,
and system resources.
Create a new playbook.
A guide to the architecture should dispense with
complex hardware and software specifications and
instead describe what IT can deliver to the business.

Why business needs should shape IT architecture
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ing its highly regarded business line CTO, who

challenges in this large and diversified bank-

already had a seat at the table in setting strategy,

ing institution.

as well as the budgetary and decision-making
Place business capabilities at the center

authority needed to lead the EAM effort.

The bank’s merger history meant that the current
The CTO was well known within the financial-

organization comprised very different corporate

services industry, where he had spent most of his

cultures and a portfolio of independent IT fiefdoms.

career, and understood the business issues

Unifying and improving the underlying group

very well. Most important, he had the political skill

architecture became the EAM program’s primary

and clout to carry out the needed changes, the

objective. To achieve it and avoid past problems,

business acumen to articulate user wants and needs,

the CTO conducted a series of workshops in which

and the technical expertise to negotiate trade-

he brought together architecture teams from all

MoBT 2010
offs between them—such as expanding the bank’s
the business units to develop an architecture that
EAM
online-services portfolio without overcomwould not only support local needs but also serve
Exhibit 1 of 2
mitting the organization to new or unproven techas an optimal solution for the company at large
Glance: Using a business-focused architecture reduces complexity and aligns IT with
nologies. He also understood the IT integration
(Exhibit 1).
strategic goals.
Exhibit title: A six-layer approach
Exhibit 1

A six-layer
approach

Definition
Business model

Using a business-focused
architecture reduces
complexity and aligns IT with
strategic goals.

Application landscape

Infrastructure

Business operations

The set of activities that define the business and create value for
customers. Some confer competitive advantage, while others support
core business operations.

Business capabilities

The processes that support marketing, finance, and other business
operations. Depending on the degree of customization required, some
capabilities will stay at the business-unit level, while others, bundled
into domains, are fully or partially shared across the business.

Applications and data

The programming that supports an organization’s business
capabilities—for example, customer relationship management (CRM) and
enterprise resource planning (ERP). Similar processes are combined into
shareable domains that allow access to programs and applications across
business units.

IT integration platform

The software that integrates the company’s applications, allowing for
interconnectivity across the business.

Infrastructure services

Manages the delivery of the runtime environment to support day-to-day
operations.

Information and
communications
technology

Standardizes the physical infrastructure to optimize procurement
and maintenance.
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Exhibit 1 of 1
Glance: The new architecture implements a mix of regional and global solutions to eliminate the
fragmented application environment.
Exhibit title: Enterprise architecture management (EAM)
Exhibit 2

Enterprise
architecture
management
(EAM)
Benefits of a next-generation
executive information
system include streamlined
reporting hierarchy and
standardized data.

Before EAM
For one bank, acquisitions, international expansion, and a raft of new products created a network of poorly integrated and, in some cases, redundant systems
over the years. The result is a fragmented architecture with a hodgepodge of applications.
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After EAM
By offering regional solutions for domestic payments and global solutions for credit cards and cross-border transactions, the bank’s new architecture eliminates
fragmentation and employs fewer, more integrated application systems (some shared and some customized).
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the reform campaign, the IT department mapped
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the bank’s current state, charting the jumble of

must be able to examine account information on an
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After EAM
By offering regional solutions for domestic payments and global solutions for credit cards and cross-border transactions, the bank’s new architecture eliminates
fragmentation and employs fewer, more integrated application systems (some shared and some customized).

Domestic
Credit card

Internal

Interbank

Cross border

Debit card

Checking

High-care
accounts

Domestic-payments system for geography 1
(eg, core market)

Geography 1

Cross-border and high-care
(eg, for institutional clients)
payments system

Global credit
cards system
Geography 2

Domestic-payments system for geography 2

Geography 3
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were established to consolidate, house, and manage

systems for securities processing in each busi-

those programming requirements efficiently.

ness line, for example, one domain could centralize

By using domains and subdomains as building

business units. This approach freed developer and

and maintain a standardized program for all
blocks, the architecture team reorganized the

support-staff time for other high-value initiatives.

bank’s architecture around core capabilities, pool-

The simplified framework cascaded downward

ing shared applications and carving out any

through the entire architectural framework, allow-

remaining requirements that needed customized

ing for a more efficient use of infrastructure.

support. To the surprise of the banks’ leaders,
of the 100 or so domains the team identified at the

Make change sustainable

outset, only 20 percent required applications

A good EAM program uses plain business ter-

specific to business lines. The rest—core functions

minology to guide the development process and

such as settlements, payments, and central

create a sense of business ownership. Otherwise,

IT—were shareable. Rather than having different

the program may confuse or, worse, alienate the
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business audience that its changes are intended

summary. Using a simple before-and-after graphic,

to support. In the case of one bank unit, an initiative

the team showed how a fragmented architec-

to develop a new payments environment was

ture with over 200 different payments systems

rejected by the board leadership. Marking the cul-

could be streamlined into a more integrated,

mination of a three-year effort, the proposal

cross-border IT environment (Exhibit 2). Now that

contained 300 gigabytes of detailed architecture

everyone was on the same page, the merits of

information. Despite that bulk, the presenta-

the program could be discussed robustly, and it

tion lacked the one thing that would have made the

won the board’s approval.

project intuitively understandable to top managers: an executive summary telling them the overall

By breaking the group architecture into three

program goals and laying out the financial and

application layers—shared, standardized, and cus-

nonfinancial benefits.

tomized—the team made the bank’s structure
more efficient and adaptable, allowing for differ-

Determined to correct the problem, the IT team

ent degrees of business unit autonomy. Some

put aside the small print and binders and turned to

domains, such as credit card—payment processing,

simplified graphics that highlighted key manage-

will be deployed centrally across all business units.

ment questions. Managers in the bank’s payments

Others, such as checking, allow individual

businesses had been uneasy about restructuring

business units to customize elements of the core

domestic, regional, and cross-border transactions,

application suite.

so the IT team described the new architecture
design’s business benefits in a succinct executive

Why business needs should shape IT architecture
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The new structure helped the bank establish a net-

EAM provides a governance model for IT change.

work of governance boards, led by the CTO,

Like any other change initiative, it must be led

across its global organization. This structure not

from the top. To get the most out of EAM programs,

only provided greater transparency but also

organizations must define architecture stan-

made it easier to manage ongoing improvements

dards, establish a rigorous and stable governance

and overall project performance. Although the

process, and appoint people with the right

program is still being rolled out, the move to a more

skills for the lead roles.

standardized IT environment has reduced the
number of applications in use and related labor and
support costs.
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